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THE KONTSEVICH–ROSENBERG PRINCIPLE FOR BI-SYMPLECTIC FORMS
DAVID FERNA´NDEZ
ABSTRACT. In this expository note, we explain the so-called Van den Bergh functor, which en-
ables the formalization of the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle, whereby a structure on an asso-
ciative algebra has geometric meaning if it induces standard geometric structures on its represen-
tation spaces. Crawley-Boevey, Etingof and Ginzburg proved that bi-symplectic forms satisfy this
principle; this implies that bi-symplectic algebras can be regarded as noncommutative symplectic
manifolds. In this note, we use the Van den Bergh functor to give an alternative proof.
1. INTRODUCTION
Noncommutative geometry is a confuse term which is used in different settings with different
meanings. For this reason, we should start by delimiting the meaning of “noncommutative” in
this note.
We will interested in noncommutative algebraic geometry, meaning that our basic object will
be a (finitely generated) associative algebra as commutative algebras are the basic objects in
familiar algebraic geometry. Nevertheless, following [Gi05], we should distinguish two ap-
proaches to this fascinating area. Noncommutative geometry “in the small” is devoted to gener-
alize conventional algebraic geometry to the noncommutative realm; typically noncommutative
deformations (called quantizations) of their commutative counterparts. On the other hand, non-
commutative geometry “in the large” is not a generalization of the commutative theory. In fact,
we may mean that it is parallel to the conventional one; whereas the former is governed by the
operad of associative algebras (not necessarily commutative) algebras, the latter is ruled by the
operad commutative algebras. This explains why some authors (e.g. [Ta17]) prefer the name “as-
sociative geometry”. Regarding this note, as it was pointed out in [ACF15], in a heuristic way,
noncommutative algebraic geometry is devoted to the study of associative algebras as if they
were algebras of functions on varieties or schemes, i.e., a finitely generated associative algebra
is viewed as the algebra of functions on a finite-type “noncommutative affine scheme”. The def-
inition of noncommutative (not necessarily affine) spaces is a major and intricate topic which
we will not explore here (see [Ro98] and [Ka98] for some interesting approaches). Sketchy, (see
[Smi], Chapter 3), the idea is that noncommutative spaces are made manifest by the modules that
live on them in the same way that the properties of a commutative scheme are manifested by the
category of quasi-coherent modules on it. Now, the modules over a noncommutative space form,
by definition, an abelian category, which is the basic object of study in noncommutative geom-
etry. Hence, the motto would be that noncommutative spaces are abelian categories. So some
interesting abelian, triangulated or differential graded categories may be interpreted as noncom-
mutative objects.
The author is supported by IMPA and CAPES through their postdoctorate of excellence fellowships at UFRJ.
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The aim of this expository note is two-fold. We want to introduce noncommutative algebraic
geometry based on the key notion of double derivations on associative algebras, and then formu-
late the definition of bi-symplectic forms, the noncommutative analogues of symplectic forms.
So, this document may be regarded as a continuation of other expository works as [Gi05] or
[Ta17] which dealt with derivations. Secondly, it is a reflection on the Kontsevich–Rosenberg
principle, which establishes a bridge between the noncommutative and commutative settings.
The ultimate goal of this work is to present the Van den Bergh functor that realizes and for-
malizes this principle, and allows us to give a more natural proof of that bi-symplectic forms
satisfy the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle (this was originally proved in [CBEG07], Theorem
6.4.3 (ii)). We will follow closely the approach given by Berest, Ramadoss and his coauthors
(see [BFR14]). Hopefully, this expository note may be used as an introduction to their insightful
works.
Contents. In Section §2, we start by introducing some notions and notations that will be used
throughout. Section §3 shows that the space of representations of a double quiver is the cotangent
bundle of the representation space of the underlying quiver. Following [ACF17], the aim of
Section §4 is to define the key notion of bi-symplectic algebras, giving a friendly introduction
to noncommutative algebraic geometry based on double derivations. In the next section, we
construct the scheme of representations of a (finitely generated) algebra as the representing object
of a functor. In Section §6, we introduce the Van den Bergh functor, which is representable,
allowing us to formalize the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle, as it will be showed in §7. Then we
proved that bi-symplectic forms are the noncommutative analogues of conventional symplectic
forms, since they satisfy the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle.
Disclaimer. These notes have a expository character and no originality is intended. The author
wishes to give a coherent survey on noncommutative algebraic geometry based on double deriva-
tions, as in [CBEG07, VdB08], which may be useful to post-graduate students or beginners in
the area. As the results are extracted from original articles, we tried to give the exact reference
where the reader can learn the proof. In a sequel of this note, we shall plan to give an introduction
to the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle for double Poisson algebras (in the sense of [VdB08]),
using the Van den Bergh functor.
Acknowledgements. This document was the basis of the talk given by the author in the Sym-
plectic Geometry session of the 31◦ Colo´quio Brasileiro de Matema´tica, which took place at
IMPA, Rio de Janeiro, in August 2017. I am very grateful to Marta Batore´o and Leonardo
Macarini, organizers of the session, for the opportunity. Thanks are due to Alastair King whose
questions and suggestions about the original proof of that bi-symplectic forms satisfy the Kontsevich–
Rosenberg principle were the seed of this work, and to Luis A´lvarez-Co´nsul, who introduced me
to this fascinating area and for its generosity to share with me some of his insights. Finally, by
email, Yuri Berest gave me an elegant proof of Proposition 7.1. I am deeply indebted for his help.
Finally, the author wish to thank Henrique Bursztyn, Alejandro Cabrera, Reimundo Heluani, and
Marco Zambon, for useful discussions.
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
2.1. Algebras. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. An associative algebra over k is a k-vector
space A together with a bilinear map m : A × A→ A, (a, b) 7→ ab, such that (ab)c = a(bc). A
unit in an associative algebra A is an element 1 ∈ A such that 1a = a1 = a. From now on, by
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an algebra A we will mean a finitely generated (over k) associative algebra with a unit. A basic
example of an associative algebra is the algebra End V of endomorphisms of a k-vector space
V to itself (the multiplication is given by the composition). The free algebra k〈x1, x2, ..., xn〉 is
an associative algebra, whose basis consists of words in letters x1, ..., xn, and multiplication in
this basis is simply the concatenation of words. A homomorphism of algebras f : A → B is
a linear map such that f(xy) = f(x)f(y) for all x, y ∈ A, and f(1A) = 1B. The category of
associative (resp. commutative) k-algebras will be denoted Algk (resp. CommAlgk). As usual
Sets denotes the category of sets.
The unadorned symbols⊗ = ⊗k, Hom = Homk, will denote the tensor product and the space
of linear homomorphisms over the base field. The opposite algebra and the enveloping algebra of
an associative algebra A will be denoted Aop and Ae := A⊗ Aop, respectively. The category of
A-bimodules will be denoted Bimod(A). Also, we identify left Ae-modules with A-bimodules.
The A-bimodule A ⊗ A has two A-bimodule structures, called the outer bimodule structure
(A⊗A)out and the inner bimodule structure (A⊗A)inn, which correspond to the left Ae-module
structure AeA
e and right Ae-module structure (Ae)opA
e = (Ae)Ae , respectively. More explicitly,
a1(a⊗ b)b1 = (a1a)⊗ (bb1) in (A⊗ A)out, (2.1)
a1 ∗ (a⊗ b) ∗ b1 = (ab1)⊗ (a1b) in (A⊗ A)inn. (2.2)
LetM be an A-bimodule, we define the bidual ofM as:
M∨ := HomAe(M, (A⊗A)out),
where the A-bimodule structure onM∨ in induced by the one in (A⊗A)inn. An A-bimoduleM
is called symmetric if am = ma for every a ∈ A and m ∈ M . Finally, MatN (k) denotes the
algebra of N ×N matrices with entries in the field k.
2.2. Quivers. In this subsection, we establish some well-known notions and results which en-
able us to fix notation. We will closely follow the modern references [ARS95] and [ASS06].
A quiver Q consists of a set Q0 of vertices, a set Q1 of arrows and two maps t, h : Q1 → Q0
assigning to each arrow a ∈ Q1, its tail and its head. We write a : i→ j to indicate that an arrow
a ∈ Q1 has tail i = t(a) and head j = h(a). Given an integer ℓ ≥ 1, a non-trivial path of length
ℓ in Q is an ordered sequence of arrows
p = aℓ · · · a1,
such that h(aj) = t(aj+1) for 1 ≤ j < ℓ. This path p has tail t(p) = t(a1), head h(p) = h(aℓ),
and is represented pictorially as follows.
• aℓ←− • ←− · · · ←− • a1←− •
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, ei is the trivial path in Q, with tail and head i, and length 0. A path in Q
is either a trivial path or a non-trivial path in Q. The path algebra kQ is the associative algebra
with underlying vector space
kQ =
⊕
paths p
kp,
that is, kQ has a basis consisting of all the paths in Q, with the product pq of two non-trivial
paths p and q given by the obvious path concatenation if t(p) = h(q), pq = 0 otherwise, pet(p) =
eh(p)p = p, pei = ejp = 0, for non-trivial paths p and i, j ∈ Q0 such that i 6= t(p), j 6= h(p), and
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eiei = ei, eiej = 0 for all i, j ∈ Q0 if i 6= j. We will always assume that a quiver Q is finite, i.e.
its vertex and arrow sets are finite, so kQ has a unit
1 =
∑
i∈Q0
ei. (2.3)
Define vector spaces
RQ =
⊕
i∈Q0
kei, VQ =
⊕
a∈Q1
ka.
Then RQ ⊂ kQ is a semisimple commutative (associative) algebra, because it is the subalgebra
spanned by the trivial paths, which are a complete set of orthogonal idempotents of kQ, i.e.
e2i = ei, eiej = 0 for i 6= j, and, by (2.3),
x =
∑
i,j∈Q0
ejxei, for all x ∈ kQ
Furthermore, as VQ is a vector space with basis consisting of the arrows, it is an RQ-bimodule
with multiplication ejaei = a if a : i → j and eiaej = 0 otherwise, and the path algebra is the
tensor algebra of the bimodule VQ over R := RQ, that is (see Proposition 1.3 in [ARS95]),
kQ = TR VQ, (2.4)
where a path p = aℓ · · · a1 ∈ kQ is identified with a tensor product aℓ ⊗ · · · ⊗ a1 ∈ TR VQ.
Let A = kQ. It is well known 1 that the decomposition
A =
⊕
i∈Q0
Aei,
is a decomposition of the A-module AA as a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic indecom-
posable projective A-modules. Note that the vector space underlying Aei has a basis consisting
of all the paths in Q with tail i. In fact, {Aei | i ∈ Q0} is a complete set of indecomposable
finitely generated A-modules up to isomorphism (see, for instance, [ASS06]). Furthermore, the
evaluation map
HomA(Aei,M)
∼=−→ eiM : f 7−→ f(ei) (2.5)
is a natural isomorphism, for all i ∈ Q0 and all A-modulesM .
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF DOUBLE QUIVERS
3.1. Representations of quivers. Let Q = (Q0, Q1, h, t) be a fixed quiver whose path algebra
will be denoted kQ. A representation of a quiver Q is the following collection of data
(i) For every vertex i ∈ Q0, a k-vector space Vi;
(ii) For every arrow a ∈ Q1, a : i→ j, a linear operator Xa : Vi → Vj .
1 See e.g. §4.6 of https://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/˜sek/kau/text.html.
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We denote the representation by V . A morphism of representations f : V → W is a collection
of linear operators fi : Vi → Wi which commute with the operators Xa: if a : i → j, then
fj ◦Xa = Xa ◦ fi; in other words
Vi
Xa

fi
// Wi
Xa

Vj
fj
// Wj
Morphisms V → W form a vector space, which we shall denote by Hom(V,W ). Also, EndV
stands for the algebra of endomorphisms of a representation V , and Aut V = {φ ∈ EndV |
f is invertible} will be the group of automorphisms of V . Throughout, we will only consider
finite-dimensional representations; i.e. those where each space Vi is finite-dimensional, whose
dimension will be denoted vi.
Example 3.1. LetQ be the Jordan quiver, that is, the quiver with one vertex and one arrow. Then
a representation of this quiver is a pair (V,X), where V is a k-vector space, andX : V → V is a
linear map. Hence, classifying representations of Q is equivalent to classifying linear operators
up to change of basis, or matrices up to conjugacy. If k is an algebraically closed field (i.e.
k = k), the classification is given by the Jordan canonical form; if k is not algebraically closed,
the answer is more difficult.
It is clear that finite-dimensional representations of the quiver Q form a category, denoted by
RepQ. In fact, this category is endowed with direct sums, subrepresentations, quotients, kernels
and images (similar to those in the category of group representations). Remarkably, images and
kernels satisfy the usual properties such as Im f ≃ V/(ker f); thus RepQ is an abelian category
over k. This also follows from the equivalence of RepQ with the category of modules over the
path algebra kQ (see, for instance, [Smi], Theorem 5.9).
Given a finite-dimensional representation of the quiver Q, denote v = dimV =
∑
i∈Q0 vi.
Choosing a basis in each Vi, we can identify Vi ≃ kvi . The structure of a representation of
Q is described by a collection of matrices Xa ∈ Hom(kvi , kvj ) = Matvj×vi(k), for each edge
a : i→ j, or equivalently, by a vectorX in the space
R(Q, v) =
⊕
a∈Q1
Hom(kvt(a), kvh(a)). (3.1)
Conversely, every X ∈ R(Q, v) defines a representation V X = ({kvi}, {Xa}). We shall occa-
sionally use the notation R(V ) =
⊕
a∈Q1 Homk(Vt(a), Vh(a)).
3.2. Representations of double quivers. For any pair of finite-dimensional vector spaces V ,
W we have a canonical pairing Hom(V,W )⊗Hom(W,V )→ k, given by (f, g) 7→ Tr(fg). By
the properties of the trace, this pairing is symmetric and nondegenerate; consequently, it defines
an isomorphism
Hom(W,V ) ≃ Hom(V,W )∗. (3.2)
Now, one of the most important class of examples of symplectic manifolds are the cotangent
bundles. Let X be a manifold of dimension n, and let T ∗X be its cotangent bundle
T ∗X = {(x, λ)}x∈X, λ∈T ∗xX ,
which is a manifold of dimension 2n. Then T ∗X is endowed with a canonical 1-form α (called
the Liouville form). In fact, T ∗X has a canonical symplectic structure given by the 2-form
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ω = dα. Explicitly, if {qi} are local coordinates on X and {pi} are corresponding coordinates
on T ∗xX , so that the 2n-tuple {pi, qi} are local coordinates on T ∗X , then locally the symplectic
form ω is given by
ω =
∑
i
dpi ∧ dqi.
In the case of a finite-dimensional vector spaceE, we have T ∗E = E⊕E∗, and the symplectic
form on T ∗E is given by
ω ((v1, λ1), (v2, λ2)) = 〈λ1, v2〉 − 〈λ2, v1〉. (3.3)
Here 〈−,−〉 stands for the canonical pairing between E and its dual.
Let Q be the double quiver obtained from Q by adding an additional arrow a∗ : j → i for
every arrow a : i→ j in Q. By (3.1) and (3.2), it is immediate that
R(Q, v) =
⊕
a∈Q1
Hom(kvh(a) , kvt(a))
=
⊕
a∈Q1
Hom(kvh(a) , kvt(a))⊕
⊕
a∈Q1\Q1
Hom(kvt(a) , kvh(a))
= R(Q, v)⊕ R(Q, v)∗
= T ∗R(Q, v).
4. BI-SYMPLECTIC ALGEBRAS
4.1. Noncommutative differential forms. Given an A-bimoduleM , a derivation of A intoM
is an additive map θ : A→ M satisfying the Leibniz rule θ(ab) = (θa)b+ a(θb) for all a, b ∈ A.
The space Der(A,M) of k-linear derivations of A intoM is a Z(Ae)-module.
If we denote by m : A ⊗ A → A the multiplication map of A, we take Ω1ncA as the kernel of
m (seen as a sub-A-bimodule of A⊗A), and the derivation
d: A −→ Ω1ncA : a 7−→ da = 1⊗ a− a⊗ 1 (4.1)
is called the universal derivation. Similarly to the commutative case, the pair (Ω1ncA, d) satisfies
the following universal property:
Lemma 4.1 ([CQ95], §2). There exists a unique pair (Ω1ncA, d) (up to isomorphism), where
Ω1ncA is an A-bimodule and d: A → Ω1ncA is a k-linear derivation θ : A → M , satisfying the
following universal property: for all pairs (M, θ) consisting of an A-bimoduleM and a k-linear
derivation, there exists a unique A-bimodule morphism iθ : Ω
1
ncA→ M such that θ = iθ ◦ d.
If a, b ∈ A, it will be useful to note that Ω1ncA is generated as an A-bimodule by the symbols
da subject to the usual relations: d(ab) = a(db) + (da)b and linearity.
The algebra of non-commutative differential forms of A is the tensor algebra
Ω•ncA := TAΩ
1
ncA (4.2)
of the A-bimodule Ω1ncA if n ≥ 0, and ΩnRA = 0 if n < 0; by convention Ω0ncA = A. Also,
every homogeneous element β in Ω•ncA has a representation a da1 · · ·dan (a, a1, ..., an ∈ A).
Extending (4.1) by the Leibniz rule, Ω•ncA becomes a differential graded algebra (DG-algebra
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for short). There exists a natural inclusion map inc : A →֒ Ω•ncA, and the DG-A-algebra Ω•ncA
satisfies the following universal property:
Lemma 4.2 ([CQ95]). Let A be a k-algebra. For any DG-algebra C and algebra morphism
g : A → C0 into the zero-degree component of C, there exists a unique morphism of DG-
algebras h : Ω•ncA→ C making the diagram commute:
A
g
""❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
  inc
// Ω•ncA
h

C
A key technical point in non-commutative algebraic geometry is that (Ω•ncA, d) has triv-
ial cohomology (see [Gi05], §11.4). To obtain a more interesting theory, we define the non-
commutative Karoubi–de Rham complex of A as the graded vector space
DR•ncA = Ω
•
ncA/[Ω
•
ncA,Ω
•
ncA], (4.3)
where [−,−] denotes the graded commutator. Note that the differential d: Ω•ncA → Ω•+1nc A de-
scends to a well-defined differential d: DR•ncA → DR•+1nc A; so DR•ncA becomes a differential
graded vector space.
4.2. Double derivations. To study associative algebras as if they were algebras of functions on
a noncommutative space, we will use an analogue of vector fields in this context. It is well known
that a regular vector field on a smooth affine algebraic variety X is equivalent to a derivation
k[X ] → k[X ] of the coordinate ring of X , i.e., derivations of a commutative algebra C play the
role of vector fields. It has been commonly accepted until recently that this point of view applies
to noncommutative algebras A as well. Nevertheless, Crawley-Boevey [CB99] showed that for
a smooth affine curve X with coordinate ring A := k[X ], the algebra of differential operators
on X can be constructed by means of double derivations. To define them, it will be crucial to
reformulate the universal property expressed by Proposition 4.1 by saying that the A-bimodule
Ω1ncA represents the functor Der(A,−) from the category of A-bimodules into the category of
k-modules. Hence there exists a canonical isomorphism of A-bimodules
Der(A,M)
∼=−→ HomAe(Ω1ncA,M) : θ 7−→ iθ, (4.4)
whose inverse map is given by iθ 7−→ θ = iθ ◦ d. In particular, since iθ is an Ae-module mor-
phism, iθ(a db) = aθ(b), for all a ∈ Ae, b ∈ A.
Dualizing the A-bimodule Ω1ncA, we obtain another A-bimodule
(Ω1ncA)
∨ = HomAe(Ω1ncA, AeA
e) = HomAe(Ω
1
ncA, (A⊗ A)out), (4.5)
where the A-bimodule structure comes from the inner A-bimodule structure. By the universal
property (4.4) of Ω1ncA, we have a canonical isomorphism
DerA
∼=−→ (Ω1ncA)∨, Θ 7−→ iΘ, (4.6)
where
DerA := Der(A, AeA
e) = DerR(A, (A⊗ A)out) (4.7)
is the A-bimodule of double derivations, whoseA-bimodule structure also comes from the inner
A-bimodule structure.
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4.3. Smoothness. Note that if the associative algebra A is finitely generated over k, then Ω1ncA
is a finitely generated Ae-module. So, the associative k-algebra A is called smooth over k if it is
finitely generated over k and the Ae-module Ω1ncA is projective.
4.4. The (reduced) contraction operator. FixΘ ∈ DerA. From (4.4), takingM = A⊗A, for
any 1-form α ∈ Ω1ncA, we have the following A-bimodule map, called the contraction operator
iΘ : Ω
1
ncA −→ A⊗ A : α 7−→ iΘα = i′Θα⊗ i′′Θα. (4.8)
Remark 4.3. From now on, we will systematically use symbolic Sweedler’s notation and we
will omit the summation sign for an element in the tensor product. Similarly, we write the map
Θ: A→ A⊗A as a 7→ Θ′(a)⊗Θ′′(a).
Note that on generators, iΘ acts as iΘ(a) = 0, and iΘ(db) = Θ(b) for all a ∈ A, db ∈ Ω1ncA.
Next, since Ω•ncA in (4.2) is the free algebra of the graded bimodule Ω
1
ncA, there exists a unique
extension of the map iΘ : Ω
1
ncA→ A⊗ A to a double derivation of degree -1 on TA(Ω1ncA),
iΘ : Ω
•
ncA −→
⊕
(ΩincA⊗ ΩjncA), (4.9)
where the sum is over pairs (i, j) with i + j = • − 1. Note that we regard Ω•ncA ⊗ Ω•ncA as an
Ω•ncA-bimodule with respect to the outer bimodule structure (see (2.1)). Moreover, sometimes,
we will view the contractionmap iΘ as a mapΩ
•
ncA→ (TA(Ω•ncA))⊗2. Explicitly (see [CBEG07]
(2.6.2)), for any n = 1, 2, ..., and α1, ..., αn ∈ Ω1ncA, we write:
iΘ(α1α2 · · ·αn) =
∑
1≤k≤n
(−1)k−1(α1 · · ·αk−1(i′Θαk))⊗ ((i′′Θαk)αk+1 · · ·αn). (4.10)
Now, given a graded k-algebra C and c = c1 ⊗ c2, with c1, c2 ∈ C, we define ◦c :=
(−1)|c1||c2|c2c1, and given a linear map φ : C → C⊗2, write ◦φ : C → C : c 7→ ◦(φ(c)). In
our case, we set C = Ω•ncA and we define the reduced contraction operator
ιΘ : Ω
•
ncA −→ Ω•ncA : α 7−→ ◦(iΘ) = (−1)|i
′
Θ(α)||i′′Θ(α)|i′′Θ(α)i
′
Θ(α). (4.11)
Explicitly, for any α1, α2, ..., αn ∈ Ω1RA, using the definition of iΘ, we have
ιΘ(α1 · · ·αn) =
n∑
k=1
(−1)(k−1)(n−k+1)(i′′Θαk)αk+1 · · ·αnα1 · · ·αk−1(i′Θαk). (4.12)
4.5. Bi-symplectic algebras.
Definition 4.4 ([CBEG07]). Let A be an associative k-algebra. An element ω ∈ DR2nc (A)
which is closed for the universal derivation d is a bi-symplectic form if the following map of
A-bimodules is an isomorphism:
ι(ω) : DerA
∼=−→ Ω1ncA : Θ 7−→ ιΘω.
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5. THE SCHEME OF REPRESENTATIONS
5.1. A first description of Rep(A, V ). Very roughly speaking, representation theory deals with
symmetry in linear spaces. So, it is not surprising that it may be applied in branches as geometry,
probability, quantum mechanics or quantum field theory. In algebra, a central topic is the study
of representations of associative algebras.
From now on, we fix a k-vector space V of finite dimensionN . A representation ofA consists
of a vector space V together with a homomorphism of algebras ρ : A→ EndV . The associated
representation space of A parametrizing its representation is defined as
Rep(A, V ) = Hom(A,EndV ).
It is easy to see that Rep(A, V ) is an affine variety and its coordinate ring
AV := k[Rep(A, V )]
may be conveniently described since it is generated by symbols (aij)i,j=1,...,N for all a ∈ A,
subject to the relations (see [VdB08a])
(λa)ij = λaij , 1jlaj′l′ = δlj′aj′l′, ajl + bjl = (a + b)jl, (ab)ij = ailblj ,
where λ ∈ k and we sum over repeated indices.
Example 5.1. Let F = k〈x1, ..., xd〉 be the free associative algebra in d generators. Then any
N-dimensional representation of A is determined by declaring that the N × N-matrix Xi is the
image of the generator xi for every i = 1, ..., d. Then
Rep(F, V ) = MatN (k)⊕ · · · ⊕MatN(k) = MatN (k)⊕d.
Then k[Rep(F, V )] is isomorphic to the polynomial ring over k generated by the dN2 indeter-
minates {xi,jk}i=1,...,d, j,k=1,...,N representing each entry in a generic d-tupla of N ×N-matrices:
X1 =
x1,11 · · · x1,1N... . . . ...
x1,N1 · · · x1,NN
 , · · · , Xd =
xd,11 · · · xd,1N... . . . ...
xd,N1 · · · xd,NN
 .
Furthermore, if A is finitely generated, there exists a natural number d ∈ N such that A may be
presented as a quotient
A ≃ F/I
of F by a two-sided ideal I . Then an N-dimensional representation of A can be specified by a
d-tuple of N × N matrices (X1, ..., Xd) such that the map k〈x1, ..., xd〉 → MatN(k) defined by
xi 7→ Xi descends to the quotient, which is true if and only if the matrices (X1, ..., Xd) satisfy
every relation determined by the ideal I .
From this example it is easy to see that if A is finitely generated, then k[Rep(A, V )] is finitely
generated as well.
Nevertheless, this perspective on k[Rep(A, V )] despite of being very explicit, it is very uneco-
nomical and it hides the rich algebraic and geometric structure carried by Rep(A, V ).
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5.2. Rep(A, V ) as a representing object. Using ideas of noncommutative algebra [Be74, Co79,
LBW02], the representation space Rep(A, V ) can be defined in terms of a functor on the cate-
gory of commutative algebras
RepV A : CommAlgk −→ Sets : C 7→ HomAlgk(A,EndV ⊗ C). (5.1)
Following [BKR13], to prove its representability, the idea is to extend (5.1) from CommAlgk to
the category of all associative k-algebras:
CommAlgk
RepV A
//
 _

Sets
Algk
R˜epV A
55
(5.2)
The functor R˜epVA is defined by the same formula as RepV A in (5.1), but the commutative
algebra C is replaced by an associative algebra B:
R˜epVA : Algk −→ Sets : B 7→ HomAlgk(A,End V ⊗ B). (5.3)
This functor is representable since its representing object has a very explicit algebraic presenta-
tion. Let A ∗ End V be the free product of A and EndV as k-algebras (i.e. the coproduct in the
category Algk), and (−)End V denotes the centralizer of the image of EndV in A:
(A ∗ EndV )EndV := {v ∈ A ∗ End V | [v, ϕ] = 0, for all ϕ ∈ EndV }.
Then we define the functor
V
√− : Algk −→ Algk : A 7→ (End V ∗ A)EndV . (5.4)
In [Co79],
V
√
A is thought of as the coordinate ring of a noncommutative affine scheme. In-
deed,
Lemma 5.2 ([BKR13], Lemma 2.1). Let A,B ∈ Algk. The natural functor Algk → AlgEndV ,
B 7→ End V ⊗ B is an equivalence the categories, where EndV ⊗ B is regarded as an object
in Algk using the canonical map End V → End V ⊗ B.
This is the key ingredient to prove the following important result:
Proposition 5.3 ([Co79], [BKR13], Proposition 2.1(a)). Let A,B ∈ Algk
(i) There exists a natural bijection
HomAlgk(
V
√
A,B) ≃ HomAlgk(A,EndV ⊗ B);
(ii) The functor (5.4) is representable, with representing object
V
√
A.
Then we define the functor
(−)V : Algk −→ CommAlgk : A 7−→ ( V
√
A)ab (5.5)
where (−)ab is the abelianization functor, the left adjoint functor to the inclusion functor CommAlgk →֒
Algk in (5.2), defined as C 7−→ C/[C,C], where [C,C] denotes the two-sided ideal generated
by [C,C], and [−,−] stands for the commutator. The following important result is immediate
from Proposition 5.3
Proposition 5.4. Let A ∈ Algk and B ∈ CommAlgk. Then
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(i) There exists a natural bijection
HomCommAlgk(AV , B) ≃ HomAlgk(A,EndV ⊗B); (5.6)
(ii) The commutative algebra AV represents the functor (5.1).
If we take B = AV in Proposition 5.4(i), we can consider the identity on the left-hand side,
IdAV : AV → AV . Then we define the universal representation
π : A −→ EndV ⊗AV (5.7)
in HomAlgk(A,EndV ⊗ AV ) that corresponds to IdAV under the adjunction (5.6). It is univer-
sal, which enables us to define the functor (−)V on morphisms (see [Kh12], Corollary 6). Let
f : A1 → A2 be a morphism of associative algebras, and we consider the diagram
A1
π1
//
f

EndV ⊗ (A1)V
A2
π2
// EndV ⊗ (A2)V
Applying the universal property of π1 to the morphism π2 ◦f : A1 → End V ⊗ (A2)V , we obtain
a unique morphism
g : (A1)V −→ (A2)V
such that IdEndV ⊗g makes the diagram commute. We set (f)V := g.
5.3. The GL(V )-action on Rep(A, V ). Let GL(V ) ⊂ EndV be the group of invertible endo-
morphisms of V . The natural left action by conjugation ofGL(V ) on EndV induces a left action
on EndV ⊗AV given by g · (ϕ⊗x) = gϕg−1⊗x, for all g ∈ GL(V ), ϕ ∈ EndV , and x ∈ AV .
Representation schemes have become essential in representation theory because they enable
the use of geometric methods in the study of the representation theory of the algebra A, which
constitutes an additional instance of the fruitful geometric interaction between algebra and ge-
ometry.
The naif idea is to consider the quotient of Rep(A, V ) by GL(V ) and then study its orbit
space. However, this topological quotient is badly behaved in most cases; it does not carry a
reasonable Hausdorff topology.
To overcome this problem, we define a categorical quotient
Rep(A, V )//GL(V ) = Spec
(
k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V )
)
,
where k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ) is the algebra ofGL(V )-invariant polynomial functions onRep(A, V ),
and Spec(−) is the set of its maximal ideals. Using a theorem due to Hilbert, we can prove that
this algebra is finitely generated, so Rep(A, V )//GL(V ) is an affine algebraic variety. Since
every G-orbit O ⊂ Rep(A, V ) defines a maximal ideal JO ⊂ {f | f |O} ⊂ k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V );
we have a natural surjective map Rep(A, V )/GL(V ) → Rep(A, V )//GL(V ). In fact, there
exists an isomorphism as topological spaces ([Kir16], Theorem 9.5): Rep(A, V )//GL(V ) ↔
{closed orbits in Rep(A, V )} : [x] 7→ unique closed orbit contained in Ox.
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The problem is that in categorical quotients a lot of geometric information may be lost. For
instance, given a quiver Q without oriented cycles, k[Rep(kQ, V )]GL(V ) = k, hence, we have
Rep(kQ, V )//GL(V ) = pt.
To avoid this dramatic loss of information, Mumford developed Geometric Invariant Theory
(see [MFK94, Th06]), which consists of a general theory of quotients by a reductive group action
via stability conditions, which will require a switch from affine to projective varieties. Let χ be
a character of GL(V ), that is, a morphism of algebraic groups χ : GL(V )→ k×, and define
k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ),χ = {f ∈ k[Rep(A, V )] | f(g · ρ) = χ(g)f(ρ)}
It is immediate from the definition that
Aχ =
⊕
n≥0
k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ),χ
n
is a graded algebra; in fact is finitely-generated. Thus, we can define the corresponding quasi-
projective variety:
Rep(A, V )//χGL(V ) = Proj(Aχ) = Proj
(⊕
n≥0
k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ),χ
n
)
.
In general, for n = 0, we have k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ),χ
n
= k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ), is the free algebra
of GL(V )-invariants. Thus, we have a canonical algebra embedding k[Rep(A, V )]GL(V ) →֒ Aχ
as the degree zero subalgebra. It is well-known that this embedding induces a projective mor-
phism of varieties π : Rep(A, V )//χGL(V )→ Rep(A, V )//GL(V ).
Given a nonzero homogeneous semi-invariant f ∈ Aχ, we take (Rep(A, V ))f := {x ∈
Rep(A, V ) | f(x) 6= 0}. In GIT, one is interested in some distinguished subsets:
Definition 5.5. (i) A point x ∈ Rep(A, V ) is called χ-semistable if there exists n ≥ 1 and
a χn-seminvariant f ∈ k[Rep(A, V )]χn such that x ∈ Xf .
(ii) A point x ∈ Rep(A, V ) is called χ-stable if there exists n ≥ 1 and a χn-semi-invariant
f ∈ k[Rep(A, V )]χn such that x ∈ (Rep(A, V ))f and, in addition, we have:
(a) The action map GL(V ) × (Rep(A, V ))f → (Rep(A, V ))f is a closed morphism,
and
(b) the isotropy group of the point x is finite.
We write Repss(A, V ) (resp. Reps(A, V )) for the set of semistable (resp. stable) points. Note
that Reps(A, V ) ⊂ Repss(A, V ) ⊂ Rep(A, V ). Remarkably, the GL(V )-orbit of a stable point
is an orbit of maximal dimension, equal to dimGL(V ); moreover, such a stable orbit is closed
in Repss(A, V ). Finally, King [Ki94] introduced a different, purely algebraic, notion of stability
for representations of algebras, showing that in the case of quiver representations, his definition
of stability is actually equivalent to Mumford’ s.
Geometric Invariant Theory may be applied to representation spaces, giving a close link
between the representation theory of A and the geometric properties of Rep(A, V ); for in-
stance, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between closed orbits of the GL(V )-action
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on Rep(A, V ) and semisimple2 representations of A in V . Also, Artin proved that the orbit of a
representation is closed in Rep(A, V ) if and only if the corresponding A-module is semisimple.
6. THE VAN DEN BERGH FUNCTOR
The universal representation π : A→ EndV ⊗AV given in (5.7) enables us to seeEnd V⊗AV
as an A-bimodule (or equivalently as a left Ae-module). As AV ∈ CommAlgk, the image of AV
under the natural inclusion AV →֒ EndV ⊗ AV is contained in the center of this A-bimodule.
So, we will see End V ⊗ AV as an Ae-AV -bimodule. If Mod(AV ) denotes the category of (left)
AV -modules, following [VdB08a], Lemma 3.3.1, we define the Van den Bergh functor by
(−)V : Bimod(A) −→ Mod(AV ) : M 7−→M ⊗Ae (EndV ⊗ AV ). (6.1)
Remark 6.1. Whereas the functor (5.5) acts on the category Algk, the functor (6.1) takes A-
bimodules. So, from the context, it should be clear which functor is being used. Nevertheless,
note that (6.1) is the main object of study of this note.
As in §5.1, we can describe explicitly MV as the AV -module generated by symbols {mjl |
m ∈M, 1 ≤ j, l ≤ N} satisfying
(m+m′)jl = mjl +m
′
jl, (λm)jl = λmjl, (am)jl =
n∑
r=1
ajrmrl, (ma)jl =
n∑
r=1
arlmjr,
for all λ ∈ k, a ∈ A.
But a better approach consists of defining a similar functor to (5.4) applied to bimodules. Let
π V√− : A → EndV ⊗ V
√
A be the universal algebra homomorphism through the adjunction of
Proposition 5.3(i). Then
V
√
A ⊗ V carries a structure of a left EndV ⊗ V√A-module and right
V
√
A-module. Hence, V
√
A ⊗ V is an A − V√A-bimodule, by restricting the left action via the
universal representation π. Similarly, we can see V ∗ ⊗ V√A as V√A − A-bimodule. Then, we
can define the functor
V
√− : Bimod(A) −→ Bimod( V
√
A) : M 7−→ (V ∗ ⊗ V√a)⊗A M ⊗A ( V
√
A⊗ V ). (6.2)
Using the natural projection
V
√
A→ AV , we can consider AV as a bimodule over V
√
A. So,
(−)ab : Bimod( V
√
A) −→ Mod(AV ) : M 7−→ Mab := M ⊗( V√A)e AV . (6.3)
Combining (6.2) and (6.3), we obtain an alternative description of the Van den Bergh functor
(6.1):
(−)V : Bimod(A) 7−→ Mod(AV ) : M 7−→MV = ( V
√
M)ab = M ⊗Ae (EndV ⊗AV )
The following result is similar to Propositions 5.3 and 5.4:
Proposition 6.2 ([BKR13], Lemma 5.1). For any M ∈ Bimod(A), N ∈ Bimod( V√A) and
L ∈ Mod(AV ), we have
2A subrepresentation [EGHLSVY11] of a representation V is a subspace U ⊂ V which is invariant under all
operators ρ(a), with a ∈ A. A nonzero representation V of A is said to be irreducible if its only subrepresentations
are 0 and V itself. Then a semisimple (or completely reducible) representation of A is a direct sum of irreducible
representations.
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(i) There exist a canonical isomorphism
Hom( V
√
A)e(
V
√
M,N) ≃ HomAe(M,EndV ⊗N); (6.4)
(ii) MV represents the functor (−)V in (6.1). In other words,
HomAV (MV , L) ≃ HomAe(M,End V ⊗ L). (6.5)
Taking L =MV in (6.5), we define the universal homomorphism
π¯ : M −→ End V ⊗ AV
as the image of the identity IdMV : MV → MV under the adjunction (6.5). This map allows us
to apply the functor (6.1) to morphisms of bimodules. Given f : M1 → M2 ∈ Bimod(A), we
construct the diagram
M1
f

π¯1
// EndV ⊗ (M1)V
M2
π¯2
// EndV ⊗ (M2)V
Applying the universal property of π¯1 to the morphism π¯2 ◦ f : M1 → EndV ⊗ (M2)V , we
obtain a unique morphism
g : (M1)V −→ M2)V
such that IdEndV ⊗g makes the diagram commute. Define (f)V = g.
A final remark is that (6.1) is an additive functor, which sends projective finitely generated
bimodules to projective finitely generated modules.
7. THE KONTSEVICH–ROSENBERG PRINCIPLE
The paradigm of non-commutative algebraic geometry is the Kontsevich–Rosenberg princi-
ple, whereby a structure on an associative algebra has geometric meaning if it induces standard
geometric structures on its representation spaces.
Maybe, the most intuitive way of understanding the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle is by
means of the universal representation π (see (5.7)). Let Tr : End V → k be the linear trace
map. To each element a ∈ A, we associate the function π(a) := â : Rep(A, V )→ EndV , ρ 7→
â(ρ) := ρ(a). By definition, the assignment a 7→ â gives an associative algebra homomorphism.
Then we can define the composite
A
π
// EndV ⊗AV Tr⊗ Id// AV , (7.1)
Therefore, for any a, we obtain an element Tr â. Hence, we require that (a)V = Tr â. Since
Tr(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 − ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1) = 0, for all ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ EndV , the map (7.1) descends to a map of vector
spaces A/[A,A] → AV , where [A,A] is the vector subspace of commutators. By the universal
property of symmetric algebras, we finally obtain a morphism of algebras
Sym•
(
A/[A,A]
) −→ AV . (7.2)
This is the reason that explains why Kontsevich–Rosenberg [KR00] proposed Sym•
(
A/[A,A]
)
as
the “algebra of non-commutative functions”.
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In fact, it can be proved ([Kh12], Proposition 25) that the image of the map (7.2) is contained
in (AV )
GL(V ), the subalgebra of invariants of the action of GL(V ) on Rep(A, V ). Remarkably,
decades ago, Procesi [Pr87] was able to prove that the map
Sym•
(
A/[A,A]
) −→ (AV )GL(V )
is surjective.
But this principle has some limitations. Firstly, this principle only works well in practice
when the algebra A is smooth (in the sense of §4.3). An insightful perspective was introduced by
Berest, Ramadoss and his authors (see [BFR14] for an excellent survey) based on the replace-
ment of Rep(A, V ) by DRep(A, V ), the differential graded scheme obtained by deriving the
classical representation functor (5.1) in the sense of Quillen’s homotopical algebra. Intuitively,
DRep(A, V ) may be regarded as a desingularization of the scheme Rep(A, V ). Also, in the
seminal paper [Gi07], Ginzburg explored the idea of that any Calabi–Yau algebra of dimension 3
“arising in nature” is defined as the quotient of k〈x1, ..., xd〉, the free algebra on d-generators, by
the two-sided ideal generated by all d partial derivatives of a cyclic word (called the potential).
The problem, as Ginzburg pointed out in §2.1, is that for algebras of this form, the scheme of
representations has virtual dimension zero. This was one of the motivations in [GS10] to extend
the representation functor to act on wheelalgebras. The authors were able to prove that the path
algebra of a quiver is a wheeled Calabi–Yau structure, and it induces the Calabi–Yau structure
on Rep(A, V ).
7.1. The Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle for non-commutative differential forms. One of
the main characteristics of the Van den Bergh functor (−)V defined in (6.1) is that gives rise to a
systematic and unified approach to the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle. In fact, this note is an
attempt to exploit this idea. The following result is essential in the theory since it states that the
bimodule Ω1ncA satisfies the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle.
Proposition 7.1. We have the isomorphism
(Ω1ncA)V ≃ Ω1comm(AV ),
where Ω1comm(−) denotes the usual module of Ka¨hler differentials.
Proof. (by Yuri Berest) The abelianization map gives a natural projection
V
√
A։ AV . (7.3)
For anyM ∈ Bimod(A) and L ∈ Mod(AV ), we have
HomAV (MV , L) = Hom( V
√
A)e(
V
√
M,L)
where L is seen as a symmetric AV -bimodule and hence as a
V
√
A-bimodule (via (7.3)). Alter-
vatively, we can take N = L in Proposition 6.2. In the particular case when M = Ω1ncA, it
gives
HomAV ((Ω
1
ncA)V , L) ≃ Hom V√Ae( V
√
Ω1nc(A), L)
≃ Hom V√
A
e(Ω1nc(
V
√
A), L)
≃ Der( V
√
A,L)
≃ Der(AV , L)
≃ HomAV (Ω1comm(AV ), L)
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where the isomorphismDer( V
√
A,L) ≃ Der(AV , L) is due to the fact that any derivation V
√
A→
L with values in a symmetricAV -bimodule vanishes on commutators in
V
√
A, and hence induces
a (unique) derivation AV → L. The result follows by the Yoneda Lemma. 
The following isomorphism is proved by checking that both sides have the same generators
and relations:
Lemma 7.2 ([VdB08a], Lemma 3.3.2). Let P be an A-bimodule. Then we have
(TAP )V ≃ Sym•AV PV ,
where (−)V acts on the left-hand side on the algebra TAP (not on the A-bimodule TAP ).
Then, since Ω•ncA = TA(Ω
1
ncA), and Ω
•
comm(AV ) =
∧
AV
(Ω1commAV ), by Proposition 7.1 and
Lemma 7.2, it is immediate the following isomorphism ([VdB08a], Corollary 3.3.5):
(Ω•ncA)V ≃ Ω•comm(AV ).
Lemma 7.3. Let β ∈ DR2ncA such that dβ = 0(∈ DR3ncA). Then Tr(β̂) ∈ Ω2comm(AV ) is
closed.
Proof. Let β = a0 da1 da2 ∈ Ω2ncA. By (7.1), (β)V = Tr(β̂) = Tr(â0 dâ1 dâ2) ∈ Ω2comm(AV ),
giving a map ϕ : Ω2ncA → Ω2comm(AV ). Since the trace is symmetric (i.e. Tr(ab) = Tr(ba)), it
vanishes on the commutator [ΩincA,Ω
j
ncA]i+j=2. Hence, we have a map DR
2
ncA→ Ω2comm(AV ).
Finally, this map commutes with the de Rham differentials and the result follows. 
7.2. The Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle for double derivations. In our opinion, part of
the interest of the Van den Bergh functor is that gives an immediate proof of the Kontsevich–
Rosenberg principle for double derivations, the key notion in this approach to non-commutative
algebraic geometry:
Proposition 7.4 ([VdB08a], Proposition 3.3.4, [BKR13], §5.5). Assume that A is smooth. Then
we have the isomorphism
(DerA)V ≃ Der(AV ).
Proof. Using (6.5), we have the following series of isomorphisms
Der(AV ) ≃ HomAe(Ω1commAV , AV )
≃ HomAe(Ω1ncA,End V ⊗ AV )
≃ HomAe(Ω1ncA, AeAe)⊗Ae (End V ⊗ AV )
≃ DerA⊗Ae (EndV ⊗AV )
= (DerA)V . 
7.3. The Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle for bi-symplectic forms. In [CBEG07], Theorem
6.4.3 (ii), Crawley-Boevey–Etingof–Ginzburg proved that bi-symplectic forms (in the sense of
Definition 4.4) satisfy the Kontsevich–Rosenberg. Using the features developed so far, especially
the Van den Bergh functor introduced in (6.1), we can give an alternative proof of this remarkable
result:
Theorem 7.5. Bi-symplectic forms satisfy the Kontsevich–Rosenberg principle.
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Proof. Let ω ∈ DR2ncA a bi-symplectic form. By Lemma 7.3, (ω)V is a closed 2-form on AV .
To prove the non-degeneracy, by Propositions 7.1 and 7.4, we have the map
(ι(ω))V : Der(AV ) −→ Ω1comm(AV ),
which is an isomorphism because ι(ω) : DerA → Ω1ncA is an isomorphism and functors pre-
serve them. 
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